IAg+ ={x == (x, ,xp) E IAPIX,~~xp> O}, + = {x == (x, , xp) E IRP Ix,~~xp~OJ.
For S ESp. lfs) == 0, (S), ... , lp(S» E IAg+ denotes the vector of ordered eigenvalues of s.
Let 5 be a random pxp Wishart matrix with n degrees of freedom and expectation nr:. denoted by 5 -Wp(n. r:). Assume that r: E Sp and n~p, so that 5 E Sp with probability one. (See Rao (1973. Chapter 8) or Anderson (1984. Chapter 4) for the definition and properties of the Wishart distribution.) In this paper we shalt study the probabi lity distribution of 1(5). the vector of ordered eigenvalues of 5.
It is well-known (ct. Anderson (1984. Chapter 10» that the distribution of 1 :: 1(5) == (1,. '" . lp) depends on r: only through A == A(E) == (A" ... , Ap) E IRg+. the vector of ordered eigenvalues of L It is straightforward to show that I is stochastically increasing in A: if W C IRg+ is an increasing region, then p[l E W IA) is an increasing function of each Ai. i = 1, .. , . p (Anderson and Das Gupta (1964». Our concern here is to study the behavior of such functions when some Ai increase White others decrease.
More precisely, our results wilt be expressed in terms of the majorization ordering applied to )J. :: ).l(E) :: (J.l" '" ,)J.p) E IRP, the vector of ordered log-eigenvalues of L Such results yield the unbiasedness and monotonicity of the power functions of orthogonally invariant tests of invariant hypotheses regarding the covariance matrix L of a mutttvariate normal distribution -examples are given in Section 4.
[Throughout this paper. all regions implicitly are assumed to be measurable. and an "increasing" function means a "nondecreasing" one. A region W C lRoP+ (or V C IRP+) is called increasing if its indicator function Iw (or Iv) is coordinate-wise increasing on IAg+ (or IAP+). It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the definitions and elementary properties of majorizat ion, Schur convexity, and Schur concavitul , and with the various notions of "stochastic majorization" -cf. Marshall and Olkin (1979) .)
One m ght f rst ask Whether a "stochastic majorization" holds for the family of , (( va .;en-e») )
By Lemma 2.2 applied to f(13) with p, =1 and P2 = p-l, (2.10)
After some algebra we find that so (2.10) becomes This establ ishes the Schur concavity of n*. as required. For a second example, consider det(S). Since det(S) =det(S"'2) det(S22), the regions {det(S)~t} and {det(S),::: t} both trivially satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 2.2. hence both P[det(S) .5. Proof. Let A ::; Aw. We must show that for each (S"'2' S22) E SPl xSP2' the section A(Sl"2. S22) is a convex subset of IR P 1P2. Since W = w,nW 2 for W 1 E W, and W 2 E W2.
and since Aw lnW2 = AwlnAw2. it suffices to show this convexity separately for AWl and for AW2'
The following representation is a simplified version of a result established by Schwartz (1967) -see Eaton and Perlman (1974. to obtain Thus for fixed (S11'2, 522) E SP,xSP2' tr(Dbr5r') is a convex function of 512, so the sections of K(b; r) are convex in 5'2' By (3.5), therefore, AWl also has convex
Next, W 2 = W, for some W 1 E W1' Thus by (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6), (3.9)
where B == B(W2) is a subset of~+ and (3.10) Set H = Dbl12r and apply the inverse identity (recall (3.7)) (3.11) to obtain V""'.,,,..'" that the ,-"'""'"',,
It follows that if we define f: where Ok{P) is the set of all real kxp matrices such that rr'= Ik (cr. Marshall and Olkin (1979, 320 .A.3». Therefore Note that for fixed (S11·2. S22), 9 and G are fixed while y is an affine function of S12'
Apply the Cauchy-Binet Theorem to the right side of (3.28) to obtain b. is a convex function of y. hence of S12. so trj(rsr') is a convex function of S12 for fixed (51"2. 522)' Thus Kj(r; c) E A( 1. P -1) by (3.27). so Aj .k(C) E A( 1, p -1) by (3.26).
By ( Theorem. This completes the proof.
As a simple application of Theorem 3.3, set j = k and i = r to conclude that
is Schur concave in jJ == jJ(E) for all k, r E {l ,> .. , p} and C E IR+U{oo}. d E lR+u{O}. Note, however, that the Schur concavity of rr(jJ) in (3.24) when ex = 1 but 2~k~p-2 does not follow directly from Theorem 3.3, due to the presence of det (5) 
A region L C lAg is said to be Schur concave 8 if its indicator function IL is Schur concave on lAg. 
Appl ications to unbiasedness and power monotonicity of invariant tests for Eo
The preceding results can be appl ied to study the behavior of invariant tests based [0 E Sp is specified and where 0 2 > 0 is arbitrary. By replacing 5 by [0-1/25[0-1/2. these hypotheses can be transformed to the forms [ = I p and [ = 6 2 I p respectively, which are invariant under orthogonal transformations. Thus it is appropriate to consider tests with orthogonally invariant acceptance regions, i.e. acceptance regions that can be expressed in terms of 1(5) == (I, ..... lp), the vector of eigenvalues of 5.
We shall consider five testing problems involving these null hypotheses:
where r::: indicates that r -(1979. §13.A). Perlman (1980) , Muirhead (1982. Ch. 8 and 9 0>0>z: --. By (3.1) with 0( = 1 and .[3 = n. the power function is Schur convex in jl. In particular, for fixed jl, .f. ... .f. jlp the power is minimized when J.1, =.., =J.1p: equivalently, for fixed det(L) the power is minimized when L = 'flIp for some 11 > O. It is then easy to apply the methods of Nagao (1967) , Sugiura and Nagao (1968), or Das Gupta (1969) to conclude that for alternatives of this form, the power is minimized when 11 = 1, so the LRT is unbiased. 
